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Good morning, everyone. My name is Jessica Maddox and I am the Accessioning Archivist for the Special Collections and University Archives Department at the University of Nevada, Reno. I am excited to be here today to talk a little about my experiences as a relatively recent graduate from a library program and as an archivist in an academic archive.



About Special Collections
• Founded in 1961
• Collections: 

• Manuscripts and Archives Collections: 3,501
• Photos – 131,505
• Architectural Drawings – 1,110
• Published Materials– 28,528 

• 5 permanent full time faculty/staff, 1 part time, 1 project archivist
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Presentation Notes
Before I talk too much about me, I’d like to tell you a little about my department. The Special Collections and University Archives Department was founded in 1961 as the home for the growing number of historic, unique materials already held by the University. This included many early Comstock mining company records that document the first silver lode discovered in the United States in the late 1850s. Our collection has grown over the years to include over 3,000 manuscript and archival collections, photographs, architectural drawings, as well as many published materials. Our collections have expanded to include those that document a wide range of northern Nevada history beyond mining. One of our most notable acquisitions in recent years is the Harry Reid Papers. All of our materials are cared for by a small staff of dedicated archivists.



About Me
• 5th generation northern Nevadan
• Hired, March 2007
• BA in History, December 2010
• Letter of Appointment (LOA), January 2011
• Library Assistant/Library Technician, August 2012
• MLIS at San Jose State University, January 2013-December 2015
• Pixar Archive Intern, June-July 2015
• Accessioning Archivist, October 2017
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I grew up in Reno, part of a long time northern Nevada family. My great-great grandmother was born in Genoa, Nevada, just south of Reno in 1875. As a child, my great-grandmother, who was also born in Genoa, would tell me stories about her childhood. These stories, along with her constant encouragement toward education, inspired in me a love for learning and books. My best friend and I would joke that if we couldn’t figure out what to do as adults, we’d become librarians. Needless to say, when I stumbled into a job opening the Special Collections Department as a second-semester undergraduate in 2007, I knew I’d found my home on campus. I worked all throughout my undergraduate career and, upon graduation in December 2010 with a BA in History, was lucky enough to be offered a part-time LOA contract position. This was especially important because during this time the State of Nevada and the University were facing significant budget cuts. Those cuts reared their ugly head in 2011 when the department was nearly shut down. We rallied, and, in the summer of 2012, a full time staff position was given back to the department. I applied, interviewed, and was offered the position. Soon after starting my staff position, I also started at SJSU working toward my MLIS in the iSchool. Although I had worked in Special Collections for a number of years, going to library school was one of the best decisions I have made. I learned a lot about myself as well as learned that I knew a lot more than I gave myself credit for. I also started to become more active in professional organizations, including the SCA, CIMA, and SAA, and was an intern at Pixar Animation Studios. Changes were coming though. In late 2016, our department head decided to step down to focus on outreach for SCUA. We hired a new director in April 2017 and she pushed to have a new position created for accessioning. I’ll talk more about this in a moment, but this is how I became the accessioning archivist in October 2017.



Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes!!
• New Director of SCUA

• Accessioning Archivist
• New workflows

• Retirement of University Archivist
• Director of SCUA leaves
• Digital Archivist
• New systems

• Islandora
• ArchivesSpace
• Archivematica
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As I mentioned before, in April 2017 our new director of SCUA started. She was an internal hire from the MCD and so was familiar with the department members, our quirks, workflows, and problems. This meant that she was able to much more quickly jump into making some of the necessary changes to help bring the department into the 21st century. When she started in MCD a few years before, she led the charge into setting up an instance of AT for all of our metadata to be loaded into. Previously, we had used a combination of Microsoft Word finding aids, HMTL finding aids, and MARC records to access our collections. AT, and setting up a custom XTF database, helped us incorporated DACS into our descriptive practice.  Our new department head also made considerable changes to the structure of the department, separating out curatorial duties from accessioning duties. Previously, for example, our University Archivist worked with departments and donors, accessioned new material, processed incoming collections and backlog materials, and answered research questions. This was the same for the Manuscripts Librarian and Special Collections Photo Curator. In an attempt to streamline these processes, the director worked to create my new position—Accessioning Archivist. I would take over the accessioning of all newly acquired material as well as process anything that is 5 boxes or smaller in an attempt to stop our backlog from growing. We also planned to implement extensible processing to help create access to all of our collections—even large ones—as soon as humanly possible. This change was welcomed by many, but not universally by the department. Implementing it took time, negotiation, and many meetings to ensure everyone not only understood the how, but also the why. I’d also like to emphasis how important it is to really be open and willing to answer lots of questions when talking about implementing a new workflow. It’s crucial to share as much information as you have and sit down with anyone who might have concerns. They might even have ideas as to how to make something work better or why something might not work. Communication really is key and will make the process of starting a new workflow that much more effective. Two massive changes came to the department back to back in December 2017 and January 2018. The first was that our University Archivist, who had been with the department since 2007, announced her retirement, effective January 2018. Followed just weeks after that, our new director announced that she was leaving the department for a new job out of state. Losing these two positions put quite a bit of stress on the department at the staffing level. We were suddenly short by two positions. At the beginning of February, though, our newly hired Digital Archivist joined us. In his first few months at the University of Nevada, Reno, he has already worked with our campus IT to begin purchasing and setting up a digital forensics workstation, led the migration to Islandora from CONTENTdm, and is currently in the processing of leading the migration to ArchivesSpace from Archivist’s Toolkit. Once both Islandora and ArchivesSpace are up and running, he will be able to begin working on setting up Archivematica for our born digital materials. Again, these changes have not been easy to work through and will cause even more changes in workflows and past local practices that may not quite be up to current standards.



What I’ve Learned
• From graduate school 

• Take classes in metadata and born digital records
• Internships are important
• Join local and national organizations

• As a professional
• Change can be scary
• Be patient, be prepared
• Keep reading!
• Colleague meetups



THANKS FOR YOUR TIME AND ATTENTION!
University Libraries

maddoxj@unr.edu
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